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114-202  English IV 
Week 10 Eating Well 

QQuuiizz  uunniitt  88  

GrammarGrammar  

1. This vase________made in 1569. 

1. is 2. has been 3. was 4. was being 

2. Today, coffee_________grown in more than fifty countries worldwide. 

1. has been 2. will be 3. was 4. is 

3. Right now, business cards________exchanged at the meeting. 

1. were 2. were being 3. are being 4. have been 

4. The art exhibition________attended by over 1,000 people so far. 

1. was 2. has been 3. is going to be 4. is being 

5. We probably______invited to the wedding. It’s going to be very small. 

1. won’t be 2. weren’t being 3. haven’t been 4. weren’t 

6. A: Do you know when this photogragh ___________? 

B: Around 1980, I think. 

1. took 2. was taken 3. will be taken 4. has taken 

7. Marc Jacobs __________his spring collection at New York Fashion Week. 

1. shows 2. will show 3. will be shown 4. is going to 

8. The Mona Lisa___________by millions of people since it was painted.  

1. is seen 2. was seen 3. has seen 4. has been seen

9. Pablo Picasso _________Still Life with Watermelon in 1946. 

1. painted 2. was painted 3. has painted 4. has been painted
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10. A : Where was the figure made? 

B : It says it_____________in Bulgaria. 

1. Makes 2. is made 3. was made 4. was being made
 
 

VocabularyVocabulary  

1. You don’t have to be born with__________to be a good artist. Artistic skill can be 

learned. 

1. talent 2. skill 3. habit 4. love 

2. Picsso was sad and angry that so many people lived without enough food or clothing. 

His paintings were_____by all the poverty he saw. 

1. angry 2. influenced 3. remembered 4. painted 

3. Henri Cartier-Bresson is__________by nature. He tries to capture nature’s beauty in his 

photographs. 

1. pictured 2. taken 3. participated 4. inspired 

4. I was extremely interested in Bhutan so I was_________to hear about his travels in 

Bhutan. 

1. fascinated 2. frightened 3. forced 4. fastidious 

5. Mary appreciated all the letters of sympathy she had received. She was 

deeply______by them. 

1. sad 2. hurt 3. moved 4. made 

6. _______ is the art of forming solid objects that represent a thing, person, idea etc. 

1. Painting 2. Drawing 3. Sculpture 4. Fine art 

7. The art of designing clothes is called____________ 

1. fashion 2. designer 3. costume 4. clothing 
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8. Traditional art is the art in a___________style from the past. 

1. modern 2. conservative 3. fashionable 4. unique 

9. Two types of___often used to make jewelry are gold and silver. 

1. fiber 2. object 3. art 4. metal 

10. That child made a lot of meaningless marks on a paper. He______on it. 

1. scribbled 2. wrote 3. curved 4. painted 
 


